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On Definirrg Avant-G arde
Fitm By WILLTAM WEES

To define avant-garde film is, in a

sense, to defend it - not only against
those who would deny its very exist-
ence, but also, and more importantly,
against those who would revise its
definition in order to make "avant-
garde" accord with their own aes-

thetic or political preferencesl (I
assume that readers of this journal do
not expect or need to have avant-garde
film defended against the denigration
of critics and practitioners committed
entirely to the values of dominant,
popular cinema.)

I propose, then, to review the his-
tory of the term "avant-garde" - in the
arts in general and film in particular -
and to argue that the historically accu-
mulated meanings of the term
(though problematic in many ways)
are still valid, and should not be jetti-
soned for more limited or immediately
expedient definitions. I will offer, in
other words, a conservative defence of
the radical implications of "avant-
garde".

Originally, "avant-garde" was a mil-
itary term: "The foremost part of an
army; the vanguard ot var.", as the
Oxford English Dictionary defines it2

As a metapho{, it was first applied to
advanced forms of literature, then to
radical political programs, then to a

combination of advanced art and poli-
tics, as illustrated in these ringing
phrases written in 1825 by Olinde
Rodrigues, a disciple of the French
utopian socialist, Henri de Saint-
Simon:

It is we artists who will serae you as

aaant-garde... the power of the arts is in

fact most immediate and most rapid: when
we wish to spread new ideas among men,

we inscribe them on marble or on canaas...
What a magnificent destiny for the arts is

that of exercising a positioe power oaer

society, a true priestly function, and of
marching forcefully in the aan of all the
intellectual faculties... !3

By the end of the 19th century how-
ever, the radical implications of
" avant-garde" had split in two.
Although the term was still used in its
political sense - as in Lenin's designa-

tion of the Communist Party as "the
avant-garde of the proletariat" - it was
more frequentlv applied to artists
whose radicalism remained within the
confines of art itself . This, of course, is
the sense of the term most familiar
today:

7) Those itho create, produce, or apply
neu, original, or experimental ideas,

designs, and techniques in any field, esp.

in the arts. . .; 2) a group (as of writers or
artists) that is wtorthodox and untradi-
tional in its approach; sometimes; such a

group that is extremist, bizarre as arty and

affected; 3) aduocates and admirers of the

aoant-garde.
That definition from Webster's Third

is characteristic of the term's current
meanings, but Matei Calinescu has
more precisely summed up the etymo-
logical implications of "avant-garde" :

Etymologically, two conditions are basic

for the existence and meaningful actiaity of
aru1 properly named aoant-garde (social,

political or cultural): 7) the possibility that
its representatit'es be conceited of, or con-

ceiue thenrselt,es as beirtg in ndtance of
their time..., and 2) the idea that there is a

bitter struggle to be t'ought against an

enemy symbolizing the forces of stagna-
tion, the tyranny of the past, the old forms
and ways of thinking that tradition
imposes on us like fetters to keep us from
moaing forward.a

Al1 the essential elements for a defi-
nition of avant-garde arise from these
two conditions: A sense of "being in
advance of (the) time", and being in
opposition to "the old forms and ways
of thinking".

Renato Poggioli offers the most thor-
ough analysis of these conditions in
his Theory of the ,\aant-Garde . He treats
them under four headings: Activism,
"a taste for action, a sportive enthusi-
asm, andthe emotional fascination for
adventure", antagonism, "a spirit of
hostility and opposition" toward both
"the public" and "tradition"; nihi-
lism, a joy in "destroying whatever
stands in the way" , and in engaging in
"destructive, not constructive, labor";
and agonism, an expression of the
"tension" and "alienation" that result

from "belonging to an intermediate
state" in which one "no longer heeds
the ruins and losses of others" or of
oneself, and "welcomes and accepts
this self-ruin".s

While the more demonstrative
avant-garde movements, such as

futurism, dadaism and surrealism, are
Poggioli's chief reference points, the
elements he examines pervade the
whole of what I would call the mod-
ernist "tradition" of the avant-garde.
The three elements of that tradition
which are most relevant to defining
the avant-garde are: 1) an opposi-
tional stance vis-a-vis the social and
artistic "establishment"; 2) a seem-
ingly compulsive urge to explore new
modes of artistic expression - in a

word, experimentalism; and 3) a claim
to being able to anticipate the future,
to being always "in advance". I will
consider each of these in turn, in order
to show that while they are essential to
a definition of the avant-garde, they
are also more problematic than they
may at first seem to be.

1. The oppositional stance. "Pro-
test," says Poggioli, "is common to all
avant-garde art."6 For Roger Shattuck,
the avant-garde represents "a 'tradi-
tion' of heterodoxy and opposition."T
Eugene Ionesco "prefer(s) to define
the avant-garde in terms of opposition
and rupture i'8 and Peter Gidal insists
that "The avant-garde is a didactic
avant-garde. This is the historical
function of all avant-garde move-
ments, whether those involved know
it or notj'e But these opinions have
been challenged. Richard Gilman, for
instance, argues that the avant-
garde's "belligerence and contempt
are historical accidents, not inevitabili-
ties."10 Hilton Kramer insists that "The
avant-garde has been, from the start, a
vital coefficient of bourgeois cul-
ture." 11

Others have argued the same point:
That the socio-economic conditions
which produced "bourgeois liberal-
ism", technology, urbanism, mass
education, social mobility, democracy,
etc., also produced the conditions that
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have permitted the avant-garde to
thrive. Hence Kramer's grim
reminder that, "only where bourgeois
lib-eralism itself was destroved - not
infrequently with a little help from the
avant-garde - did the avant-garde suf-
fer a brutal and enforced demise."12 A
reasonable conclusion would seem to
be that the avant-garde's opposition to
society goes hand-in-'hand with a

dependence on it.
2. Experimentalism. Poggioli voices
the critical consensus: Technical and
formal "experimentalism (is) one of
the primary characteristics of avant-
garde art." As a characteristic exam-
ple, Poggioli quotes James Laughlin's
statement that his New Directions
books would offer "the best experi-
mental writing" in order to provide a

"testing ground..., a laboratory for the
reader as well as the writer."13 This
position has been challenged by Hans
Enzenbergel, who argues that art can-
not be experimental; for experimenta-
tion is "a scientific procedure for the
verification of theories or hypothe-
ses," and requires methodical obser-
vation, control of variables and
verifiable results capable of being
duplicated by other experimenters -

hardly the conditions under which
most avant-garde art is produced.

Enzensberger concludes that avant-
garde experimentalism is a "bluff"
and an evasion that "unloads all
responsibility on the receiver".14
While that may overstate the case, it is
a reminder that "experimentalism" -

like the term "avant-garde" itself - is
more metaphorical than scientifically
descriptive of what avant-garde artists
do.

What "experimentalism" really
refers to is the artists's ceaseless test-
ing of the medium, that fanatical
search for the "essential" in art which
is perhaps the major characteristic of
modernism. It is what Poggioli refers
to as "the modern mystique of purity
(which) aspires to... reduce every
work to the intimate laws of its own
expressive essence."

The result, says Poggioli, is "to abol-
ish the discursive and syntactic ele-
ments, to liberate art from any
connection with psychological and
empirical reality."ls This is essentially
the same phenomenon described by
Rosalind Coward and John Ellis in
their up-to-date critical vocabulary:
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ln the attant-garde text, the semiotic pro-
duces the dissolution of fixed, uniform sub-
jectiuity. Characteristic are those
truentieth century texts which minutely
examine their own matter: language, sys-
tems of signit'ications, and the subject
implicated in the signification.T6

Works which "minutely examine
their own matter" ate, precisely,
"experimental" in the best modernist
and avant-garde sense of the term.
3. Being "in advance". Robert
Hughes phrases it this way:

The idea of an aaant-garde art was predi-
cated on the belief that artists, as social

outsiders, could see further than insiders;
that radical change in language (either oral
or aisual) could accompany, and eaen help
cause, similar changes in life.tz'

This is what John Weightman
describes as the attempt of avant-
garde artists "to espouse what they
think is the movement of history by
anticipating the crest of the next
wave..."18 But such claims must face
Robert Desnos' sarcastic challenge:
"The question is, avant-garde of
what?"le and Hans Enzensberger's
more carefully reasoned argument
that "nobody knows what is up front,
least of all he who has reached
unknown territory." What the future
holds, Enzensberger argues, can only
be known a posteriori.zo James Acker-
man suggests that it is more a matter of
"fleeing the status quo" than "pene-
trating into the future".21

Again, we seem to be dealing with
an expression that is more metaphori-
cal than literal. Howeve(, the avant-
garde does define itself in relation to
time, but in a broader sense than that
of simply being "aheadl'. Ackerman
has argued that "for the artists, histor-
ical awareness might be said to have
initially (during the Renaissance) been
a constraint, then (in the Romantic
period) a liberation, and finally (in the
twentieth century) an irresistible
force impelling him into constant
change."22 ]ohn Weightman insists
that the avant-garde is part and parcel
of "the scientific revolution" which
replaced "the medieval belief in a fin-
ished universe by the modern scien-
tific view of a universe evolving in
time!'23 Arguing along similar lines,
Michael Kirby concludes, " 'Avant-
garde' refers specifically to a concern
with the historical directionality of
art!'24

However, it is possible to argue that
a sense of "historical directionality",
of "a universe evolving in time",
underlies the concept of "progress" in
science, corunerce, politics, educa-
tion and modern society in general.
Thus, "avant-garde" may be simply a

label for the most intense artistic
expression of the main current of mod-
ern life and thought. Certainly it is
difficult for the avant-garde to main-
tain its stance of "opposition and rup-
ture" if its allegiance is to the same
ideology of change and "progress"
that animates society as a whole. As
Ackerman puts it: "A society chang-
ing so rapidly that innovation has
become the rule rather than the excep-
tion has abolished the role of the
avant-garde."2s Under such condi-
tions the avant-garde is simply
another source of fads and fashions,
and finds itself in what Hilton Kramer
calls "a profitable alliance with the tra-
ditional antagonists of the avant-
garde - the mass media, the
universities and the marketplace."25 If
so, thenthemainbodyof the armyhas
caught up with and surrounded the
avant-garde. Les Levine has chosen
what are probably the most appropri-
ate terms for describing and explain-
ing these conditions - communica-
tions and mass media:

The term auant-garde made sense only
before Mcluhan forced us to understand
media... The alchemy of the aaant-garde
was "lead time", the assumption that a

faoored indiaidual or group would haae

access to information or sensibilities not
readily aoailable to anyone else. Higher
technology and mass production haoe

made it possible for eueryone to know and

sense as much as anyone else now.27

If Levine is right, than thanks to the
mass media, we are all avant-garde.

With the mention of media, let us
shift attention to one medium - film.
Does avant-garde film share in the
same definitions and problematics
that are characteristic of avant-garde
art in general? I think it does, but in
special ways that call for separate, spe-
cific examination.

First, there is the problem of names:
"ptre", " abstracf", "poetic", "per-
sonal", "independent", " experimen-
tal" and "underground" may or may
not refer to the same body of work
included under the name "avant-
garde". "Experimental cinema" is



more inclusive for ]ean Mitry than it is
for David Curtis or Dominique
Noguez.28 P. Adams Sitney's "avant-
garde film" is essentially the same as

Sheldon Renan's and Parker Tyler's
"undergoundfilm", and all three deal
almost exclusively with American
films, while Stephen Dwoskin's "free
cinema" includes the same Ameri-
cans, but adds a number of Europeans
as well.2e Many of these same films
appear as examples of what Malcolm
Le Grice labelled "formal film" in
1972, bfi called "abstract film" in
197730 (appropriating a term generally
reserved for non-figurative films like
those made by Eggeling, Richtel, Fis-
chinger and the Whitney brothers).

Despite the diversity of names,
there tends to be a consensus as to the
body of films referred to, especiallv in
the earlie4 historical stages of a'u'ant-
garde-experimental-abstract-
underground film. Yet, taken as a

whole, these films have no singie ele-
ment of form or content in common.
Their differences are more notable
than their similarities, and one may
wonder how they can all fit the same
definition.

In one sense they don't, because
many discussions of avant-garde film
simply do not offer a definition of the
term. Sitney never defines "avant-
garde film" inhis Visionary FiIm: The
American,4aant-Garde 1943-1.978. His
examples constitute his definition.
This is the usual practice (Noguez's
lengthy explanation of why he chose
the name "experimental" is a notable
exception)3l and "avant- garde" or one
of its synonyms is simply whatever
the writer chooses to discuss under
that name. This represents a purely
pragmatic way of defining avant-
garde film. Rather than the films illus-
trating a definition of avant-garde,
they are the definition.

Defining by example - "in terms of
recognized works, not theoretical
principles," as Janet Bergstrom puts
it32 - is a way of avoiding the contro-
versy that can be aroused by defini-
tions based on "value judgments" and
"on opinions about whit counts as

avant-garde cinema."33 Furthermore,
as Malcolm Le Grice has said, "The
very definition of seeming fundamen-
tals is always open to historical redefi-
nition."3a

While this may be true in principle,

in fact there has been very little "redef-
inition" of avant-garde film - except in
t[re sense that terms from current criti-
cil vocabularies may replace older
terms. Germain Dulac's definition of
avant-garde film is as valid today as it
was when she published it in 1932:

We can use the term "aaant-garde" for
any filmwhose technique, employedwith a

aieut to a reneuted expressiaeness of image

and sound, breaks with established tradi-
tions to search out, in the strictly tsisual

and auditory realm, new emotional
chords... The aoant-garde film has this

fundamental quality of containing, behind

a sometimes inaccessible surface, the seeds

of the discoaeries which are capable of
adoancing film toward the cineruatic fonn
of the future. The atant-garde is ltont t'ti

both the criticism of tlre ptresettt ard tlrc
forekrroiL.ledge oi tlrc ittture.33

To this shoqld be added a further
comment lrom the same essar': "ln
general, the (fi1m) industry does not
attach itself zealously to the contribu-
tion of art; the avant-garde, with its
opposite impulse, considers nothing
else. Whence the antagonism."36

Dulac's definition includes all the
familiar avant-garde attitudes: The
rejection of the past, the opposition to
conventional commercial uses of cin-
ema, the search for the essential nat-
ure of the film medium, the
orientation toward the future. More
recent definitions have little to add, as

the following examples show:
What we seem to be talking about when

we say aaant-garde are moaies that ignore,

mess upt or reinaent conaentional film
language. (]. Hoberman)37

I use " aaant-garde" to refer to that body
of work which engages with questions of

filmlanguage and the relationship of film-
maker and spectator to film, but which is

also produced in opposition to the domi-
nant system of production, distribution
and exhibition and is therefore part of inde-
pendent cinema. (Pam Cook)38

Our definition of aaant-garde film will
clearly hinge upon the qualities we associ-

ate with the broader context of "main-
stream" or what we might call
"dominant" cinema. ln this case, the

aaant-garde will then be typified by its
"opposition" to norms and aalues within
its opposite. (Philip Drummond)3e

Aaant-garde film as outlined here, in its
concern for the uieu)er and oianing, has as

its project the breaking of the unity
between fantasy and the scopic driue uti-

lized by narratioe cinema and touards
which its codes tend... Aaant-garde film
arguably works on codification and the

codified, which extends the notion of zuork-

ing on essence and material, making it less

restrictiae and aimed specifically at the

spectator. (Al Rees)ao

Marinetti, SCRABTTRTTaaNNG (1919)'That
evening in bed, she read again the letter
from her gunner at the front'

The terminology differs from
Dulac's, but otherwise the only differ-
ence is a somewhat greater emphasis
on the oppositional and analytic func-
tions of the avant-garde. That shift in
emphasis is, in part, a legacy of the
debates over "the two avant-gardes"
that went on during the 1970s.a1

The polarization of terms produced
by that debate - " forrr." vs. "content",
"aesthetics" vs. "politics" - reflected
the ideological conflicts of the late '60s
and early '70s and led some critics to
insist that only politically revolution-
ary films could be called "avant-
garde" .It led others to recognize two
avant-gardesi one based on formal-
aesthetic concerns, the other on
leftist-political concerns. Today, most
critics would probably agree with Pam
Cook's judgment: "The opposition
between formalism and politics now
seems too simple, especially in the
context of an emerging body of work
which questions such a division, a sig-
nificant part of it producedby women.
There is a danger in an argument
which produces both terms of an
opposition as discrete categories, as

though 'politics' were an already
given area, and as though 'formalism'
automatically excluded that area..." a2
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This is true, I believe, but what Cook
and most other critics have not suffi-
ciently appreciated is the degree to
which earlier avant-garde work also
merged "politics" and "formalism".
This is precisely what it meant to " epa-

ter la bourgeoisie". Although there is
not space to do so here, it would not be
hard to show that "political" (not to be
confused with "propagandist") inten-
tions have significantly shaped the
"formalist" tradition of avant-garde
film from the 1920s to the present.

Nevertheless, it is true that "the two
avant-gardes" debate hightlighted the
degree to which non-ideological defi-
nitions - if not practices - of the avant-
garde had become virtual dogma by
the 1960s, especially in American (and
"Americanized") definitions of avant-
garde film. Their effects are still with
us/ as can be seen in the ways avant-
garde film is often contrasted with the
purely technical and stylistic features
of the commercial film industry.

In fact, avant-garde film is often
defined entirely through sets of oppo-
sitions to commercial cinema: 8mm
and 16mm vs. 35mm; "amateur" vs.
"professional" equipmenU individual
control vs. division of labor; inexpen-
sive vs. expensive productions; non-
actors vs. actors; wild sound vs. sync
sound, etc., - in short, "art" vs.
"entertainment". Howevel, since the
" othet" , politicized avant-garde
shared many of the supposedly "com-
mercial" concerns, those sets of oppo-
sitions have turned out to be less
absolute than they once seemed to be.
In fact, some films in the traditional
"formalist" avant-garde also shared
some of these "commercial" elements
- films like The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari,
Berlin, Symphony of a Great City andThe
Blood of a Poet.

Closely related to these oppositions
is the contrast between the commer-
cial film's allegiance to photographic
realism and the avant-garde's predi-
lection for subverting that realistic
base and pushing the technical possi-
bilities of the medium to their limits.

Thus, for many people, the avant-
garde defined itself by its extensive
use of extreme close-ups, disorienting
camera movement, unusual camera
angles, soft focus, gatzes, prismatic
and kaleidoscopic images, superim-
position, extreme variables in lighting
and exposure, negative images, dis-
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torted and totally abstract images (in
the non-figurative sense of the term),
and by such shooting and editing
devices as slow motion, reverse
motion, pixillation, quick cutting,
intricate montage, single-frame edit-
ing and flicker effects. The "other"
avant-garde showed little interest in
such devices, and tended to regard
them as merely " arty" or actively
interfering with the ideological inten-
tions of the work. (Again, the "tradi-
tional" avant-garde has its exceptions:
Warhol comes to mind immediately;
also much of the works of ]ames
Broughton, Rudy Burckhardt and the
Kuchar brothers.)

While it would be too limiting to
base a definition of avant-garde film
solely on its deviations from the spa-

tial, temporal (and sometimes audial)
conventions of realistic cinema, it is

essential to recognize that these devia-
tions derive from the modernist tradi-
tions sharedby all avant-garde artists:
the search for the "essence" of their
art. Siegfried Kracauer (hardly a pro-
ponent of deviations from realist
norms in cinema) recognized that this
"intense preoccupation with cine-
matic techniques and devices"
derived from the artists' "urge to build
from the ingrained properties of their
mediumi'aa That modernist premise
also underlies Hans Richter's conten-
tion that avant-garde film was "an
outgrowth" of, and "an experimental
laboratory" fo1, modern art.as

Richter was thinking of the major art
movements of the earlier part of the
twentieth century but there are simi-
lar ties between more recent art move-
ments - abstract expressionism and
minimalism, in particular - and avant-
garde film of the '60s and '70s.

It is not just the visual arts, but mod-
ernism in general that has supplied
the determining features for virtually
all definitions of avant-garde film -

with the exception of those extremely
politicized definitions for which revo-
lutionary political content is the only
relevant consideration. Phillip Drum-
mond has succinctly described the
"general features of modernism
(which) are immediately appropriate
for discussions of the notion of an
avant-garde film practice." They are:
1) displacing "fictional models" with
"abroader and more fragmented set of
types and genres"; 2) concentrating
on "the processes and apparatus of
sign-production themselves"; and 3)
questioning "the social natur'e of film
practice."as Since the 1920s all of these
features have been recognized as com-
ponents of a complete definition of
avant-garde film.

Thus, it follows that the appearance
of a new technique or new thematic
concern does not call for a redefinition
of avant-garde film. Whether it is
rephotographing frames and strips of
film, or introducing long passages of
verbal or printed texts, or raising ques-
tions about the aesthetic and ideologi-



)ohn Heartfield, Hurrah, the Butter is Finished (1935)

Or re-lntllrC::-:.i a-a::
tire - these -:-ri .::::
have alreadv bee:. ::e:
initions oi avant-ia:J<
beginning.

It also follorr's that. Je::::: i.-: :: -

tudes oi some critics. rhe a'. :.:.:-i:::.
is not a horse race - a rla\'.-: i:::. '.::-
ing who is "ahead". \lichae. ::.--'."
mounted onWatelertgtl, did no: ::.-
lop past Stan Brakhage on D,-_.- -i:."
Manback in the mid1960s - e\.ep: :1
the minds of critics who coniuse de::-
nitions of avant-garde n'ith their pe:-
sonal critical preferences. A definitio:.
of the avant-garde that is thoroughlr'
and historically grounded provides
equal place for all avant-garde u-orks.
lf af:Jrnwas avant-garde, then it still is.

because it has reflected the avant-
garde's major preoccupations from
the 1920s to the present.

The only absolute change in defini-
tion will come iJ avant-garde film
ceases to exist. Economic or techno-
logical factors might make that hap-
pen. It is unlikely that the filmmakers
will, and certainly the critics won't.
Thus, another quotiation from Pog-
gioli's Theory of the Aaant-Garde offers
an appropriate conclusion to this
inconclusive process of defining the
avant-garde:

Thomas Mann once said that art always

sprang up itt spite of something, not rarely
eaen in spite of itself . Thus it may also be

that the aaant-garde is one of those tenden-

cies destined to become art in spite of itself ,
0r euen in the out-and-out denial of itself.aT

Perhaps that is its first, last and best
definition.

l. Among the deniers are Robert Desnos, who insisted as early as I929 lhat 'in

fact, thc avanlgarde cinema. as in literature and theater. is a fiction" ( AvanF

Carde Cincma", in The Shadox arul its Shadou . p. 37). and Hans Richler. who

immediaiely following world war II declared: "Thcre is no Avantgarde film
movcmcni anymore..." ("A History of the Avantgardc", io Art in Cinena. ed.

Frank Sauffacher (San Francisco: San Francisco Museum of An, 1947:

reprinrcd, New York: Arno Press. 1968) p. l9). During the 1960s and '70s.

similar announcements ofthe disappearance or death of the avant-garde in a// the

arts became increasingly common; see. forexample. James S. Ackernran. "The

Demise ofthe Avant-Carde" . Compuratire Stutlicr iil Socier| atut Histon, XI. iv
(October 1969). pp.37l 84; Robert Hughes. The Decline and Fall of the AvanF

Garde". in ldea Ail,cd- C. Batcock (New York: Du(on. 1973). pp I84-94:

Hillon Kramer. The Age of the Avafit-Gaftle (New York: Farrar, Straus and

Ciroux,|973).especiallyKramcr'sintroduction,inwhichheexplainswhy. The
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